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The designer
Raised in an artistic environment, Eric Jourdan was very influenced
by his architect father.
Architecture influences Eric Jourdan’s work, regardless of whether
he is designing furniture or seating. He does not consider that he has
a culture of furniture or technical knowledge of design. His approach
is more detached than that. He likes organic forms, for what
characterises him is his design, very soft and flowing. He loves curves,
never lifting his pencil from the page.

Eric can be considered as a classical type of designer. For him, design
serves to embellish life, making one’s living conditions more positive.
In his work, he is very inspired by the post-war period, evoking by turns
architects such as George Nelson, Edwin Lutyens and Le Corbusier.
But it is really Mies Van der Rohe who is evoked in this new collection
of furniture in solid wood and glass.

The concept
Hampton is a real homage to the great American architect Mies
Van der Rohe (who designed the Seagram Building in New York’s
Park Avenue).
Combining glass with solid wood brings both transparency and
modernity.
“When I design furniture, my greatest hope is to transpose ideas
from architecture. In the case of Hampton, I was clearly influenced by

the sublime Farnsworth House, designed by Mies Van Der Rohe.
One can see the combination of cherry wood and glass just as much
in the architecture of the house as in the construction of this piece
of furniture.”
With regard to colour, we have blue, “which gives energy” and pink,
“more incongruous, different, almost POP,” Eric Jourdan tells us.

Technical description
Shelving unit and secretaire – upper section in cherry ; lower section
in laminated aquamarine glass (shelves) and toughened grey smoked
glass (sides).
TV unit – lower section in cherry ; upper section in laminated
aquamarine or pink glass. A cable port in the niche accommodates
a soundbar connected to peripherals located in the bottom section.
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Low table – lower section in cherry ; upper section in laminated
aquamarine or pink glass.
Sofa end table – lower section in cherry ; upper section in laminated
aquamarine or pink glass.
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Dimensions
Shelving unit – W 84 D 38 H 178.3
Secretaire – W 84 D 38 H 178.3
TV unit – W 160 D 40 H 47.5
Low table – W 100 D 100 H 38.5
Sofa end table – W 40 D 40 H 51.5
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